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I. INTRODUCTION

With the support of the Spencf!r Foundation and the Children's

Television Workshop, this project was undertaken during the summer of 1972

to collect and analyze data on the verbal responses of viewers to "The

Electric Company." The basic research strategy was similar to that employed

by Dr. Langbourne, Rust in his attribution study of attentiveness to "The

Electric Company," with the exception that this study employed field

observations ',specifically designed to genftate data on the verbal responses

of viewers. Yorking from the data,, lists were compiled of those bits which

elicited the higheSt and lowest amounts of verbalization. These lists were

then refined into three sets of program segments: else for each of those

consistently eliciting the highest and lowest amounts of response, and a.

third list for hits which elicited both high and low,responses on different

occasions.

The'premise from which this study operates is that overt, verbal

responses are a salient and easily documentable signal of potential learning

and acquisition of learning skills from, the program material: The verbal

response which the program elicits from its Viewers should clearly be a major

concern in the production of episodes for "The Electric CoMpany," since oral

recitation is a fundamental technique in the acquisition of reading skills.

10

Overt responses ar certainly not the only\indication of the learningnot

processes which are operative when children view television generally and

"T)le Electric Compan/1" specifically. Other covert types of learning may

well be going on. Also, there may-be instances where the teaching is more
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effective when viewers are silent. Therefore, it should be stressed that .

bits_gliscussed in this paper as "low-response" bits should not be'considered

"failures" or ineffective material. These bits should be scrutinized more

closely for, other educationally redeeming qualities.

Observations for this study were madein day care centers, settlement

houses, and CTW viewing centers on the south and west sides of Chicago. The

viewers had completed second grade reading instruction in June, 1972. Most

of them (later referred to as "primary viewers")were eight years old. Seven,

nine, and ten year olds were frequently present in the viewing group and will

be referred to as the "secondary viewing group." Responses were recorded

both on paper and on tape.
.

,
II., DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY

,

If one were to speak of "effects" in the relationship between

.

children and television viewing, one helpful perspective would classify

those "effects" as falling Lnaer one of three geneal rubrics: 'characteris-

tics of the viewers, of conditions under which viewing takes glade, and of

the televised material itself: This study is an investigation of program

segments of "TEC," not a study of children., As such, it exhibits.a strong

orientation toward characteristics of the viewing condition and the tele-

vised material. Certainly, the characteristics of viewers matter; different

children respond differently to the same material; but a measurement or

description of those factors lies beyond the-scope of this study. Our only'

mention of some of these variables will be in connection with the previous

familiarity'of,some viewers with 'tine Electric Company" and the initiation of

a "helping onse."

For those reasons, no pre- and-post -tests of reading achievement

were given and no rigorous psychological profiles of children'were attemptee..



Our goal in selecting a ut-br9ple for this study was to construct the broadest

possible base of differcneleIels of reading achievement, different pro-

pensities toward variotiviewing behaviors, and different attitudes and

k

enthusiasm for TEC. The fundamental strategy was to' bring as many target-

age children as possible-to the television set and to analyze how TEC fared

in the face of a myriad-of dif erent variables. The final lists of highest-
L

and lowest-response bits represent anexercise in this empirical "survival

of the fittest."

A. Data Collection

Two methods of data collection were used: (1) a data sheet designed

to record verbalizations and to score them for different categories.bf verbal

behavior, and (2) cassette tape recordings of subjects later transcribed to

lend a more precise and comprehensive look at their verbal behavior.

1. Design of data sheet: formulating categories of ver al responses.

The data sheet is presented in Appendix h. The parameters of the da-a sheet

permit each observer to monitor the responses of three viewers for each bit

and to score .the response fora particular response category. The possibility

of accomplishing both of these tasks in the short time periods allowed by the

program segments was verified through initial pirating in the field. kundoOn

sheets listingAlle bits in order of appeavnce for each show were obtained.

For each show, observers constructed data "booklets,"-each containing about

twenty data sheets. 41.The bit titles for the show appeared as the headings,

ordered according to the rundown sequence.

The categories for which comments were scored are of special esearch

interest. The initial categories which emenzed from discussions with C
0

sta were a good first effort at classifying the anticipated behavior,

although only field observations could verify the relative frequency with

1r.
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:which the categories of behavior appeared-ard suggest appropriate rmiisions.

The categories presented below are excerpted from the initial project proposal

jsee 'A Tentative Research Proposal').

e 6

CATEGORIES OF VERBAL BEHAVIOR

EX B TED DURING VIEWING OF "THE ELECTRIC COMPANY"

iti
A

Instructionally
Relevant
Verbalization 1. Reading of print on the screen: The child reads

or attempts'to read prin,t appearing on the screen,

0 regardless of the timing of the voiceover.

2. Spoken Anticipation of Print to Appear on Screen:

The child' pronounces the word in anticipation of

its appearance on the.. screen.

3. Instruction-Related Verbalizati6n of Print: The

'child comments about print appearing on screen,

but dvos not'proceed to pronounce it (e.g., "that

word begins with a or or "That word has an too'

sound.").

4. Story:Tselotedjicrpali7iltion of Non-Printed Socech:

The child verbalizes alout plot, characters,

setting, attractiveness of bit; or,lhe imitates

the speechof characters. 4

5. Oral Participation in Songs: The,child sings along

with all or portions of a song140'

Irkelevant

VerbaliZation 6. Other-Than-Prvram-R,ellated Verbalize tion The

child verbalizes in a manner unrela ed to the

instructional message of the program i.e.,

comments directed toward other.viewe e,s and un-

related to "The Electrib Company,"

41.

The behaviors described by Category 2,."Slpoken Anticipation

Print to Appear on Screen," were found ,P.0 occur chiefly during "Monoli

and "UCLA Band.' Category 3 did not occur with any frequency, nor was,i

elated to any particular bit. Aso,.category 4 loms reworded to account or
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the dominant reaction of trying to predict "what a pens next" or demonstrating

that one,already knOws "what is going to happen next." The rest of the cate-

gories appear to.be fairly appropriate.descriptions;.of-their respective classes

of behavior.

Category 1, "Reading of Print on the Scre:en," is certainly the most

frequently occurring and educationally significant behavior of those encountered

in this study. It is also the category which received the greatest amount of

attention in judging a bit for verbal response. Observations indicated that

a significant amount of vocalizing printed words could not actually be termed

"reading;" much of it was repetition or mimicking of the voiceover (we know

this because six- and seven-year-olds who couTd not read were reciting many

words on "The Electric Company"). o i e out reading partially from mere

imitation of voiceover, category 1, was split into two subcategories: Recita-

tion of Wordb in Print "Before Voiceover" and "After Voiceover."

The final formulation of these categories' of verbal behavior

used.for the greater part of this study is presented below.

wk. . ....

CATEGORIES OF VERBAL BEHAVIOR

OCCURRING DURING VIEWfNG'OF "THE ELECTRIC COMPANY"

Instructionally
Relevant"
Verbalization

(

1. Recitation of Print Before Voiceover: Viewer.

pronounces or attempts to pronounce words a.: letters

appearing in print on the screen before voiceover

pronunciation of the word.

2. Recitation of Print After Voi.ceove4: Viewer chimes

in with or repeats words after voiceover pronuncia-

tion of words Or letters-in print.

3. Verbal,Anticipation of Print About to.Appear. on

Sc -been: Viewer pr9nounces word in anti.cipdtion

of its appearance on screen.

4. Instruction-Related Verbalization About Print,

Exclusive of Attcrnted heading: Viewer comments

about print on screen, but does not attempt to

pronounce it (e.g., "That word begins with a a,-

or, "That word has an 'oo' sound.").-

9



A
5, Story-Related' VerbalizationofI4on=Printed

Speech: Viewer 'coMments on pldt, characters,
setting, or attractiveness of bit; anticipates

lsubsequentevents; or repeats,the speech (not.
.\appearing in print) of characters.

Irrelevant
Verbalization

1. Other-Than-Program-Related Verbalization: "

Viewer comments on concerns unrelated to "Tilb
Electric Compiny;" e.g., discusion of friends,
other activities.

2. Tape_ recordings and transcriptions

A significant portion of the vetalizations
/
of the subjects was

almost inaudible to an observer plated only a few feet away; an observer

could not position himself muchn?!.arer to the subjects without over-empha7

sizing his presence and making it Very clear that he was listening closely

to everything the subjects said. Inaly3ible in this context signific,-s not

that the utterance was whispered (although ;that sometimes-happened), but that

the level of general room noise prevented an a curate perception4 f the/ -remar-7-

These comments were critical to the study, sin e they often ancluded.yiewers'

attempts to soUnd out Words.
4

In order to establish some record of thdse naudible rearks, a.

tape recording was made by hanging a mike in the center ofthree piimary

?:
,

viewers. Subjects usually welcomed the chance to be taped, and, of course,
viewers.

many got fairly excited by the prOspect.. Howev subjects' deParture from

normal verbalization was minimal, especially if Ss received an opportunity

to hear their voices beforehand.

Transcriptions confirmed the suspicion that a.significant numbier.

.
of comments had escaped our hearing. It is highly recommended that fill:pre

, ;
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research inJestitjating verbal behavior adopt the practiceof.tape recording,

since it le ds a fuller picture of the behavior and prov-ides a more precise,

permanqnt record fovubsequent analysis.

o
. Analysis for Highest and Lowest Response Bits

Following each day's observations, data sheets were reviewed

jointly by bo h investigators in an effort to come to. agreement on the bits

eliciting the highe and lowest amounts of verbalization. Our goal was te°

nominate three from each show for both the highest- and lowest-response

bits. Differences naturally arose between eadh observer's perceptions

concerning the responses tb any one episode, s.,inee each observer had moni-

tored a separate group of three viewers. Those conflicts were resolved by

turni to the data sheets and letting the viewers' comments speak for

.

themselves. Fre uently, however, the high esponse list Would, be pared

down to five or 't bits, all of which elicited response from four or five

of the six subjects. In these cases, all of the bits were retained and

nominated forfor the final list, since it was thought that to delete a short

film or electronic bridge simply because of its shorter duration would pre-

.judi,ce the study against the shorter bits. For the 'same reason, no rankings

c,

of relative effqctivenesp of bits on the final list will be offered. The

. .

relative
)
amount of alization representV by each bit cn the final list

is more a function of amount of print,appearing.in that*bit or length of

the bit.

Itdwas hypothesized that, in judging bits for effectiveness in
f V

a
eliciting verbal response, one might have to choose between a bit generating

a heavy amount of story-related verbalizati9n and a bit characterized by more

recitation of print. Observations indicate, however, that most bits which

o

elicit a high level of story- related .verbalization also elicit a high amount
PI

of instruction-related verbalization. During "Message Man," for example,
.
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childresn spend a lot of time speculating on the impending disaster but aYso

r-
read the message in tha process.a

By this process, then,. nominations w e, made from-each of about. 35
-

.sh,6 for the final lists of high- and low-res onse bits. The final list
. ,,

.comprises bits which recurred in'either the high- response or low -response

list'of nominations more than once, without.appearing in the opposite list.

d list was -created to accommodate those bits which appear on both

C. Use of ReAfrcement 'Activities

:Researchers also investigated the effectivenesS of different games,

puzzles, and 'other activities which reinforce program.. lessons and their'rela-

\

tionship to verbal response during' the program. gxperimentatiOn was made4a
. .

ascertain the. elative efficacy of condiicting such activities before, during,'

and after the program: During-vieing reinforcement consisted s.;.cluSively of'

.

sitting with v'iewers and asserting a strong Oral participation in the 'program."

Jack Roberts' The Last Vora provided the chief .resource for pre- and post-
.

AV
viewing activities. 'Discussion of these activities follows in the section

=

entitled,, "Characteristics of the Viewing Condition that Affect Verbal

Behavior. ".

III. PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

Show 25

!
A. Highest and Lowest-Response Bits for Each Show Observed'

High. Verbal
.Response > G

Sign Song
Take One Blend
Review with Vismo

I. 2

Low Verbal
Response

O

Quotations and Their Marks

Film: .S°40,und of e

Film: Bennett. Bookworm
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Show 26

Show 27

Show 28

Show. 29

Show 30

Show 31

Show 32

Show 33

,Show 34

Show 35

a "cr
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High VerOal

t

Response

Object Blending
Bridge - Bottle
Film: Buzz

Consonant t b/enOing
Bridge-- tot
Film: Do not bother

this giant.person

There's an E on the End
You Can Make Up A Word

Block Blcading

...Film: UCLA Band
"sight to tight"

fl consonant blends

cuh-s, Contest7
Simple Blending
Film: step back

Film: ch Split Screen
Cosby. v. Cosby'

UCLA Band: of
Film: Rob/Robe
Bridge.- Bottle
Film: No Par4,ing

a

Balloon Blending
Film: Sign Song
Film: Cowboy Ballad
Bridge - popcorn
Film; Do not bother

this giant person

Me§,Sagee4an: Pull String
Paper Towel 9end
thSil4puette.Blend
Minnie /Lorelei: inq

Jigsaw Puzzle
Sign Song
Film: Parrot
UCLA: if/is 0

Bridge: zoo/zoom
Flip: cool/pool/fool

1 Cr

' Low Verbal
Response

Grounded Giggle/Goggle GirlS
Film: Prince'ss & Frog
Mel Mounds apd Brenda Bradley

"Song: Shoo Shoo Sunshine
er/ir/ur Graffiti Wall
Song: I'm'In Love-T/ith a Giant

"All"- Movie Set

Graffiti Wall: Walter
.Theatre in the Dark

Wild Guess: Queen
Man on Street: tub-tube'
Fargo: BasementFlooding

Vi's Diner: Wed on Friday
Fight Song
Theatre in the Dark
Robot Showroom
fl Platter song

Man on Street: Chick
Wallpaper Shtick .

,Vi's Diner: Sal for Sale

Film: Glob/Gloe
Milkman Leave One ,B
'Fargo: The Cut Bab

. Farmer's Song

(

P1 Scene: ease Play Plenty
Vi's Diner: piece of pie
Sign Shop: Sam's pizza

1,

I

Film: th -Snake Trainer
Film: I Am Jumping
Film: Pronouns
Song: you

Fargo: zug Sketch
Giggle/Goggle Gills
Bridge: "Prize

Lorelei: Ebeneezer Poem' -*Ow-44



Show 36

Show 37

Show 38

Show 39

Slow 40

Show 41

Shot:1 42

Show 44

Show 45

Show 46

Show 49

High Verbal
Response

Chromal:ey:-Short i Blend

Blends and Assemblies ,

Song: E-on the'End

Object Blend: Telestrator
Bakery Blend
Bridge: Hiccup

Message Man: Do Not Boer
Bridge: race/brate
Consonant Blend Bi ets

alk Monolith
Sandbox Blending: x
Bridge: am/tax/taxi

.Message Mail Go Away
FilM: Lion King
Message Man: duck

Singing Sign Song.
Theatre in the Dark
Beach Blending
Fargo: Key's the Doormat
Film: Cool/Pool/Fool

a

SilhOuette Blend
Bridge: Test
Sign Sling

Cheerleader Blending

B40Yellow
11m:-sh Sculptor

SoAngiiikTwin Bills: I Like You

Vet, Van Blending
Bridge: Vanilla
Film: gtue Blue Sde
Silent E Song

MM.
Cosby & Lorelei
Glove Blending: f

Film: nijObright
Film: right on
Film: Groggy Froggy

Low Verbal
Response

Bump on Head: sh
Crank and Kite
Judy .and'M .ks
Sign Shop: out of o's

Man in 'the Street: Third,

Ball Store
Crank Call

Surpriseqler with a Fur
Song: I'm In Love With a Giant
Crank: er souhds
Vi's Diner

Film: Walk
Film: the
Crank Call
Sight Word: the

Film: Talking Dog MiniStory
sk Mask Shop
Giggle/Got4gle Girls

-Film: Bend
Garage Scene: nr1

nd LiTericir. .

Song: Bad Buckaroo Billy

Skip the 'slattern
Sign Shop:'Sam'S Pizza
Lpve of, Chair

Movie Set: You .

hadow-shy Shortstop
Song: Sneaver Song

1

-0IIM In Love With A Giant
Talking Dog MiniStory

Song: There!s an E on the End

14

Film: I Agree
Film: Frog Prince
Film: Eel
fl Platter Song
Vowel Combin: Eye On the Ball

Manon the Street: tub/tube
Fargo: Desert Island
On Sale: On
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Show 50

Show 51

Show 52

Show 53 '

Show 54

Show 55

Show 56.

Sho,W 57

Sh6w 58

Show 60

.fte
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Film: Rita on the Run: ice cream
Sign Song Judy, Billy, Stanley, Quotation mar
Bridge: peace Skip TV Movie Bit
Film: Parrot Neal Peel Commercial
Graffiti Wall: !Ws Stupid Bridge:,Steam

ging4ng Sign Song
Bridge: no/not
Mes%age Man:Don't Enter
Bridge: do not/don't
Phone Call: Sorting Strawberries

Broadviay Bbb
Ralph Phipps, Star
Computer ph
A Tuna Named Skinner

Crank Call: ow Sound
Man on Street: Clap
Film: Instructor
Bridge: Litter

The Plan: an
F41111: bit/bite
Linear Blending: Bob is Limp
Film: Crooner

a Love of Chair
Professor and Disappearing
-Slattern and plumber

Magician: open/clos6d.syllab)es
Lend a Hand Blackout
Theatre in the Dark

Bridge: boom/broom
Bird on Car
Bridge: dinner/diner

Clown Song
.

Lehrer Silent E Song
How Nowi. prOwn Cow
Rub Your Leg With Linimeht

Silhouette Blend: ph
Bridge: choo-choo
All

Silhouette Eltnd:
Film: Cowiley 13:).3-iad

Office Sign Song'

Quickie: lock/locked

Rita on Run : ,ice cream

Message Man: Go Away
Punbtuation Song
Bridge: crackerjacks

Silhouette Blend: th
Film:Ainne.r/diner
Message Man: Not Safe

For Simming
Alk Monolith

Consonant Blend
Bridge: zigzag
Film: unpacking

444

Film: Parrot
Canned Goods Blend: x
Bridge: ax/tax/taxi

Letters

Bob and Ray Mindreader
Easy Reader, can't read just one
Crank Call
Finals: Word Making

Walter wants Water
That.Haunted House.
Film :' Walk _

Wild Gues%': Glass Slipper

.April May
Film I Agree
Sign Shop

air

(1,

Sight Word: exit -.
The Fox -

Jennifer of the Jupgle
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Highest-Response

Consonant Blends
Silhouette Blends
Song: E on the End
Lehrer's Silent E Song
Song: Sign Songs
Film: Message Man
Film: Bird on Car'
Film: alk, all Monoliths
Film: Rita on the Run, ice cream
Film: parrot
Film: Cowboy Ballad
Film: UClA Band
Film: cool. /pool /fool

Bridge: bottle
Bridge: food bridges: vanilla

popcorn
crackerjacks

Bridge: Letter manipulating: race/brace'
Oc?om/broom

CAnner/diDer
ax/tax/taNi

ti

-12-

Lowest-Response

Wild Guess
Man on the Street
Sign Shop

.::Crank Call

Giggle/Goggle Girls
Movie set: you, all
Vi's Diner
Song: I'm in love with a Giant
Song: fl Platter Song
Film: I itgree
Fi : Walk
Fi m: Frog Prince
Film: Talking Dog Mienistory

Bits Al,earinci in Both Asts

Aigh

No can Do.Theater in Dark

Fargo

Gr4ffiti Wall

Lorelei'

.

7

Lora

What White Whale?
Ts that a flea?
Say it isn't so.

Keys, Under the The Cut Rob
Doormat Basement Flooded

Desert Island

Bob's Stupid

Rub your Leg
Cosby & Lorelei
Winnie & Lorelei

16

Walter
ir/er/ur

Ebeneezer Poem
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A. Chnracterstics of the Viewing Condi ;ion tha AffectVerbll
r-.

1. During vivkng

a. Nature of viewinE grou.a: A helping response? The typical

viewing group for this study, was heterogeneous: in age, sex, race, and

reading achievement. By virtue ofrith&ocation of the obServation sites,

the viewers were almost exclusively lower and lower-middle class ,on a socio-

economic scale. It should also bc*mentioned that viewers who came to watch

the progrEm had indicated a desire to do so; they either consented to view

at the observris suggestion or voluntarily offered to be selected for the

vieWing group. No one was forced to watch; furthermore, minimal discipline

was enforced during the'broadcast. Viewers were fr6 to leave the room at

any time.

Observers rade sure that each group contained et`least tiovee

children per, observer who had recently completed second grade in June; most

r.

of them were eight.years old. The responses of this "primary" viewing group

'constitute the focus of this study. In addition, what I will refer to as

the secondary viewing audience, or all viewers not entering the third grade

in September of 1972, were frequently wesent. Viewing groups ranged in size

from four (all primary viewers) to twenty-eight (eight primary viewers, twenty

secondary viewers)? The majority of the observations were made with a group

of about nine to eleven viewers, six being primary Viewers.

Severe). insights emerge from this variance in the age and size

distribution of the viewing groups; for, as might be expected, the level

of verbal response often was enhanced when large viewing group was present.

However, the size of the viewing group alone does npt substantially alter
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.

the level of relent verbalization elicited from any one viewer. Shy viewers

)remain shy i groups of ei -ht. and twenty-dight alike; verbally active vrewers

are not noticeably affected by group size. A group of twenty-eight does

produce a higher decibel level, if you will; but most 'of the noise, isevery-.

one trying to quiet everyone else down.

The nature of the viewing groupl ismore responsible than,any iso-

lated size factor in explaining this heightened response, and can be described

A
in t erms of two related criteria: (2) the added presence of more skilled

readers, who were generally older than the primary vipewers;-(2)the added

presence of viewers whwerc More familiar with "The Electric Company." When

the` viewing group is enlarged to-include more of these two types of viewers.

helping response is fostered. That is, 'these two classes of viewers brought

skills which enabled'them to read and repeat a greater amount of print exhi-
'

bated during the program. By cueing in primary viewers to the print and

them to the behavior of reciting during the program, those

)100

me(c Imoelodgcable viewers "helped" or assisted non-teciters in reciting

.words and learning song lyrics and melodies. Consequently, it appears,that

one strategy for encouraging more readingaloud is to. place several key

viewers in the viewing. group, rather than simply, to increase the size of the

group. Our observations, while in large pat substantiating the existence

-,4

or viability of. a helping response, found little evidence for the competing

; ,-,--

theory that viewers will be suppressed or "defused" from recitation or "not

feel a need to recite if others' in the group are alreadY-perl. rming the

recitation.

b. Adult intervention. Observers for this study frequently

intervened during viewing to investigate the positive or negative effects

1This discussion will constitute the only consideration in thiS
paper of characteristics of viewers affecting verbal response; more rigorous

methods would be needed to identify and document other viewer characteristics.

18
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of their participatioyi in the viewing dynamics. Specifically, observers

sat on the floor or in chairs with viewers, and recited or sang along with

the program, gav mini-lessonz about words in pript,-and encouraged

viewers to ver alize. It should be mentioned that observers adopted this

behavior onl after allowing a few days to develop a familiarity and friend-

4111011110

ship with )e children (e.g., playing sports together, eating lunch "together,

0

envging n reinforcement activities for "Tle Electric Company.") .

The children came to view the observers as adult friends who

rose ed the right to discipline them for improper behavior. It was in

lig o= tills relationship, then, that observers intervened,during the

pr)grams. The ensuing phenomena can be conceptualized in terms of a two-

communications thoroughfare. Wh&I the adult significantly increased

his-communication to the viewers during the program, he attracted a

concommitant rise in the amount of verbalization and comments directed from

viewers.to him. The. adult interjects himcelf between the viewer and the

program, manifeting himself as a very potent d4tractor. Viewers turn'

their attention a.way from the program to ask questions, comment upon

wordy and,story-relatedconcerns- to the adult, 9-I/just to hear what a

fellow viewer haS to say to the adult in their midst. This phenomenon

may,not'apply, to teachers who may choose t enforce a dif'fe'rent'quality of

discipline upon viewers. There, teachers may be able to intervene during

viewing without distracting a significant amount of attention away from the

program. Generally, however, these actions should be kept to a minimum.

2. Pre- and post- viewing r-einforcement activities

a. .Description and relative effectiveness. -Working from the

Show. Index found in The Last Word, activities were selected which were

especially relevant to the words and lessons presented on "The
t
Electric

4r
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'Company" that day. The following spectrum provides a measure of the.effective-

ness of the various activities, judged in light of (1) the enthusiasm exhib-

ited by children in playing the game,. (2) children's requests to "play that
.

game again," and (3) num1',er of comments daring viewing tb effect that

"that word was in our gare."

I relei's

Word Word Love of Here Easy retty Cross-

Learning Bingo Bingo Musical Comes" Reader's Terrific Word

Songs Ver:;ion II'Version I Spoons Chairs Sprayman Game Game Pugzles

/ / / / / / / . / /

High
Effectivgness

pa, .
Low

ffcctivenes

The value of rehearsing song lyrics and melodies before the program
.

is self-evident; particularly, singing along with de song during the program

-.

was greatly increased. Pre-viewing rehearsal was facilitated through use of

a tap-cassc.ito recording of the m:lody simply done by a piano,

Vord bingo, C "MeF7s;tge 11:n B4ngo;' as tIle most taQpular anl

tuccessalll c i reinfcrecmcnt activities. ikiersion )7. was played as suggested

in The 'Jc,r:?, page 11, with the modification that, sometimes, tliZ words

were passed out in dotted line print and'players traced each word and

pronounced it in unison before glueing -it to the bingo card Version I was

played as described in The Last Word, pg. 10. Each day, the words for Word

Bingo were selected from the rundown sheet for that day's program in order to

lend a closer correspondence between words met during reinforcement activity

ari d words encountered during viewing.

°
'Spoont" embodies the theory ipp,f Musical Chairs in a table game

\

where players reach for plastic spodns. A deck of cards is made with four

suits, each represepting a group of words which begin with the same digraph.

Players sit in-a circle. The cards are dealt;, each player then p4sses one

----card at a time to his neighbor on the left. -The number of spoons-in the ,
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cnter of the players is one less than the number of players. Cards are

pissed until one player possesses four cards beginning .ith the same digraph.

TYjat player then reach'-; for a spoon in the center. All others follow like-
,

wise; the player left without a spoon mint leave the game. The game is

repeated until one person is left.

"Love af-IIual Chairs," "Here Conies Sprayman," and "Easy Reader's

I

Game" wereall'played as suggested in The Last Word; modifications were made

where ssible to include words which, would appear oh the show that day.

e . .

The cifeat difficulty with cro:isword puzzllls iypearod to be that

M.

, V .

,:

these seven-, eight-, and 1411e-year-,-olds were not accustomed to doing word

r ,i,'
. .

.

puz.z.les. They countered difficLaty.in mastering the ideas of "across"

t ,,~

.

..

and "down," matching clues to the words, and print,ang the, words in th3 correct

,..L..

V

squares. All this was considerably improved leb61,1.tho instructor conducted
-,q

the activity by having the group work on the same clue at the same time, That
.

.10

practic,: got .ii pozzlc prclucc,d th° children's worki

^ at their own'pace and achieving personal success by correctly ingerring

word by thc,:mSelves front letters of oth words and word clues.

It has become apparent that several attributes enhance the peda-

goil of and children's willingness to engage in these

activities. -From a pedagogical standpoint, games
should allow for both

writing and recitation of the words contained in the games. This preferably

should be done in unison, ith the instructor making comments about the

salient'features of each Word. This characteristic is effectively embodied

in "Me$sage Man Bingo. II" and helps;&) explain the more frequent connections

'made by childrqn between Bingo words and their appearance during the program.

/Childr.eln are most willing to play those games at which they have met some

degree Of success: "Word Bingo," "Sp6obs," and "Musical Chairs" all offer

each player an equal chance of achieving a "winning" feeling during some

.21
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portion of play., Althh the winning versus losing motif was dc- empha-

sized by activity leaders, the relationship between Some aknowledged

success and the collective enjoyment exhibited by players was very much

in evidence.

h. Thclief.lcrt of DICZN4j0Willg 11QILEitICS upon viewing Alavior

and recommonded pnt'e-Ment of reinforcement. Games and puzzles were played

before Viewing in order to determine in what vays rehear.Sal of words before

the program wou7cacilitate thik recitation during the program.

We know that pre-viewing activities can affect viewing behavior

during the program, judging from four indicators:

(1) Viewer's-utterances that "that word.Oas in our game."

(2) .Verf3a1 responses to certain bits whi s in the absence of

reinforcement,,would probably not have bedn-elicited (e.g.,

a number- vielers quickly unscrambling a Fargo message,

or ringing along with songs):

(3) Viewers holding Bingo cards viewing and matching words

on "The Electric Company" with words on their cards, Or

pointing to words. written on a blackboard when those words.

appear on the television screen.

(4) A post-viewing discussion which sought and received aknowledge-

ment from viewers that they had recognized words on the program

which had appeared in thR game. !

However, the pervasiveness of the effect of pre-viewing-activities upon verbal

response is difficult to ascertain and certainly lies beyond the realm of this

study. One would need to investigate which words theviewers were unfamiliar

with before viewing, conduct the activity, and then monitor_the verbal response.

Even then, one could not be certain that a lack of,overt recitation was not

the only-inditation of learning the word, that the
I response was not.merely.a

22
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mimic of the voiceover, or thit learning was durable'. As Dr. Cazden

suggests ("I'rosp,2ctus or In-Classroom Research ") , a significant amount

of covert learning may be created when childrerrview television and may

remain unseen by research focusing UPon overt responses.

Indicator (2) is a casual effort to duplicate some of the questions

.

--

that would need to he answered. if one wer document the extent of the

effect of pre-viewing activities upon verbal respnse. Those questions

point to semi very complex, if not unknown, processes by which reading skills

are acquired. For now, we must be content to answer that question of, "Is

\

there an effect: ?" with, 'Yes," and byfass the questions which logically

foal- "What i§ the extent of it?" and "By what process does it, take place?"

Teachers using "The Electric Company" in the' elasproom may inquire

.

as to whether related ac ivities''should be conducted before or alte*r

Of cour e, the ideal arrangemmt is to conduct both pre- and post-viewing

activili To chDenc b::tween the two involves a judgment of the placement

,

of reinfor.ement for a groat:or long-term (longer than merely a verbal response

to a program\episode) pedadogical effectieness.
,

Firs teachers should,..try to introduce song lyrics and melodies

befgore viewing;Asongs heard for the first time are perhaps the Only portion

of the program to which viewers may want tco respond but are unable to and

thus become frustrated ;through.no fault of their own reading abilities.

This study recommends placement of reinforcement after Viewing for

several reasons. The firSt expresses a belief that 'Xte Electric Company"'

serves as better introduction to the words and lessons in reading than word

games. "The Electric Company" fpresent.s attractive visual action, interesting

characters, and popular music iri a package which excites and motivates children.

On.the other hand, word gaMes andpuzzlos (except Bingo) are intrinsically
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less cac it ing to chi.llzc n, and, frankly, often oring. Traditional work

sheet exercises prol;alily should not he ?sed b fore 'or after viewing so

that children will not.comc to associate "The Electric Company" with

tedium and drudgery. There is a real paucity0f colorful, slickly'packaged,

and fun-to-play word games
for # i dren who having trouble

learning to read.

In reading instruction for those with reading disabilities, :it

makes 'sense to concern oneself with thp attitudes and atmosphere in which

chilaron view such instruction as wel4 as the actual instruction itself.

Given that premi;le, viewing "The IlleCtric Company" starts off the reading

lesson on a joyful, nnnpunitive footing and Serves as an introduction to

the world of.readingSuperior to most word games. In addition, the follow--

up activity can then allow the reading instructor to. treat the reading
Jr

deficiencie' of each individual from a closer, More personal position

whith -Os thc, , the television medium.

.

. Respon5::.e.

B. Clirs,ctoristics.orf "The Electric Comt:Inv",Affecting Verbal

This section will analyze thetrinal list of high and low respon'e
y.

bits by slating attributes which appear to be controlling in either case.

Also, the list of bits appearingyon both lists will be studied for any

explanations {e.g., response to preceding'bits, specific material contained

in individuaLslzetches) for that 'phenomenon.

1. .Attri'h es of high verbal response: involving or icitriguing

the mind of the target-age .viewerl

One general characteristic of high-response bits is that they

lone show opening and closing sequence (The Last Word, Show

----Logo, and Thome) freguentl elicited enthusiastic singing of the theme

song and recitation of the last word. The effectiveness of tha;e bits

will not lie analyzed in the following discussion, other. than to say that

they con }) ne strong rhythm and rhyme with an obvious advantage of regullv
introducing and concluding the program.

- 2 4
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rticipate verbally by allowing his mind or cogni-

tive capabilities to be iavolvcd in the program materi-t1. "These bites

speak dii.octly to the cognitive capabilities of these viewers wi.0-lout

,
overshooting or overestimating those capabilities and preferences.

Productionwise, that means that the bit are paced at a rate at which

t
target go viewers,can operate and comprehend without becoming perplexed

or confused. Also, words appearing in print are clearly stated and often

repeated to some manner of cadencevor rhythm. "Involvement" can also be

facilitated when bit17'. encourage viewers to guess or predict the net word
"7""Itr

or.subsequnt events.

a. Allowance f- anticipation .ofnext words and events. One

of the most common b:_,havior of viewers of "The Electric Company" is: to

.
.

attempt to guiss which Word will appear next or what an ensuing event will

be. One theme which creates thissuspense and permits verbal&anticipation

is, of collrse, the "ressac.! bits. Thi.s behavier'is also seen during'

othcrbits.as well: consonant blends (where one letter written on a ,paper

towel, sho,balloon, or Card is t4kenfrom the word and another letter'is
r-

substituted to make a new word). Viewers often try to predict tle nma word

ile the ehangeis,being made; monoliths (beginning with the opening 2001

/theme, viewers attempt to anticipate which word or sound will be formed);'

/UCLA Band sequencesiviewers rol. y upon words which have appeared in the

few preceding bits in guessing the final Word -- UCLA Band is therefOre

probably most effective when it follows bits which introduce the UCLA .word).

The general pattern of many high-response bits is that-the greater portion

of .time is -spent in some preliminary or tpngential action clueing the

viewer to the ultimate outcome or correct pronunciation 'of the word. While

"Message Man" is scratching his head'
'

"UCLA Band".membcrS, are scurrying

around, and "2001 Monolith" music builds in volume, or a letter floats

4 r0
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around a word in an Electronic Bridge, viewers are given a chance to

anticipate, speculate, ane interact with happenings on the TV screen 'and

with other viewers. "Message Man" appears to be superior in this respect,

since the print is introduced in the beginning and viewers rehearse it

until the end of the bit. The final pronunciation of the words ciffers

a built -in reinforcethent for those 'bits, confirming correct recitations

and 6;rrectinq mistaken ones.

b Internal rpslcatition ofWords,appearing in print

fk.

O

Bits in which the voiceover frequently repeats word ipLp int

also seem to be more effective in achieving a verbal response. Internal

mpetition ,obviously he)pful in enabling children to recognize and

4

rehearse the'correspondencetbetween the spokM1 pronunciation and the printed

representation of the word.. "Parrot," "Monoliths, and "Cool Pool-Fool"

exhibit its type of spoken repetition, as does "True Blue Sue," which

4
received a high respcinse; tleuifh nt.hig11. envigh to I presented on the

final list. 0

1

.

0

Internal etitiop isAaost effective when, as is frequently,

,
. 0

ti

thine on "The Electric Company, the repetition 9..s spoken to some cadence

or predictable:rhythm. This, the,next attribute, "Strong Rhythm and Rhyme,"

II

S

is Very closely related to- internal repetition. The two might_be viewed

k

as twin attributes; in fact, it would be diifficult to say something r eatlCilT

without generating some rhythmic seqdonce. However, for this study, n

order fora segment to possess this,partiCular attribute, the words whi

are repeated must also be portrayed in--print, since it ip belieVed that this

cross-modal device,is particularly effective in eliciting verbal response._,.

c; 'Strong rhythm and thyme

This attribute is also discussed in Dr: Langbourne W. Rust's,

study of attentiveness to "The Electric Comp.apy." His definition is concise

26
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and cogent:'

I

Bits 'in which strong repetiti46.rhythm and rhyme occur toge-
ther, for most or all of, the segment in question. These
qualities may be pr"oSent in songs veisc, or "Jive" talk.

Dr. Ruft uses the viord "repetitive to describe "rhythm and rhyme.",

This seems to fuse our two at.tr.ibutes'of 'internal repetition" and "rhythm

and rhyme" into a single attribute. These two attributes remain separate

in this study since it -is believed that a bit, especially a song, can possess

"strong rhythm,and rhyme" without providing "relletition'Of.words appearing in

print," although, as stated aboVC, the two do bear a special relationship

to each other. High-scoring bits characterized by "strong rhythm,:and rhyMe"

include: "There's an E on the End," -"Sign Songs," "Silhouette Blends,"

':Parrot: Who Is It?," "Cool Pool Fool," and "Cowboy Ballad." .0

d. Single 1:!tter and _digraph mlaipula_tion
'

This attribute incerporates a very simple device typically seen in

Electronic itridges and some Consonant Blending segiwnts:" a word.appears

prominntly-on the screen and a letter is either inserted into or deleted

fromthc word to produce a new and different word. It is difficult to put.-

forward an argument, explaining why viewers seem to respond verbally 'to this

technique, but what will be termed "leter inserting" Electronic Bridges

(ax/tax/taxi, race/brace, boom/broom, dinner/diner) seem to.capqalIze-on'

this device. It is interesting to note that of all the low-i6sponse.bits

nominated for the /final list, no ne of the Electronic Bridges (steam, prize,

litter) demonstrate this brand of4jetter manipulation and insertion. Also,-
l`r

it will be suggested, though not very strongly,'that this phenomenon 's.eems

to work best in Electronic Bridges, where the print appears at maximum size

by itself, rather than in some films (dinner/diner, guitar, supper/suPer snak

where/ the same device is used but other competing and perhaps distracting

11
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In line with the notion of presenting a word aS a. combination of

elements, bits which ga beyond manipulating single letters in and out of

words to splitting up wordS into two components also elicit verbal response.

Silhouette blends are the primary example of this technique, Molating the.

beginning digraph and then aiding different endings to form a series of

related words. The visuals (in which the digraph and ending originate from'

different silhouettes and are brought together),'are neatly and effectively

synchronized .ith the voice -over. The cross-modal intevaction-of audio and

vistial reinforcing each other combines lilnternal Repetition of Print,"

"Strong Rhythm,'" -and

(11

igraph ManipulAion" into a segment which'evohes a

consistently high verbal participation.
,

e. 'Moving,Lrin
.

Print which cxbdbits soar, :Tom of motion, as opposed to static

)prZnt, is one further Oeviee which e'icourages verbaliy.ation. Electronic

Bridges which squirm, shake, or slitherovrosS.the screen de..ilonstrate this

attribute in its most salient form. iks indicated in the previous section,

the movement of print during `silhouettes, by which components of words are

visually transported acress the screen to combine into a word, partially

accounts for the
*
success of that segment.

Eye-moVement research conducted by Dr, Lsineth)0!Bryan of the
A

Ontario Insiiitut% for Studies in Education has-indicated that viewers attend

more closely to print'which exhibits some form of motion. Our observations

indicate that print 'in motion elicits'a greater degree of overt recitation

as well. The mechanisms by which it does so remain obsdure at present, but

-judging from 'bur data., one might marshall a reory to argue that. print in

.
motion involves or intrigues the child's senses morc than static print.

28
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One might. begin to con-ceptualize the effect in terms of print in motion

challenging, inviting, or enticing viewers to "nail it down" via a verbal

. pi3117111torpi 1.::-)rd and phrases

Words anal 'phrases.possess a higher probability of f-being recited

if they manage to strike the,fancy of young viewers, either by being fun

to say (e.g-; liniment; how nc,w, brown cow; Caxfi, fo, fun) or by repre-

senting ideas and objects about which children care very mull. Words may

also achieve a high-interest status if children recognize them as being

presc :nt in their own surroundings, as in "Traffic Sign Song." Food seemS

to be an attractive subject and a major concern for these target-age children.

Electronic b,7idgrs for vanilla (ice cream), popcorn, crackerjackS, and

w re enthusiastically recited. "Rita on the run: ice cream, pizza" also

was enthusiastically redeived:. In "Man on the Street: flat," Lee Chamberlin's

ha,;:ful cal. frail'_ recctived Or.% following Tec.,uests from two vie :cars,

an, apple! " "Cive sorn grapes!"

"Give me

2. Attributes of low 1/:!r;:al nespcms: Innoring the Child's

Abilities ani Preferences

As discussed in the Introduction, the ICA4 response to some bits

may be justified on the grounds that-;.thoSe bits were not designed to elicit

a high degree of response and commentary but solely to Solicit attention,

and na necessarily verbal participation in a reading lesson. For example,

a high verbal response is neither expected nor desired during portion's of bit's

where'Fargo is teaching how to extract learning by searching fon context clues.

Our discussion here will try to avoid consideration of those features or

aspects of bits Which can.be pedagogically justified for their low response,

and to search for more general qualities which would inhibit verbal response

in any .context. The general theme running throughout this set of attributes

lb
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is a failure to perceive accurately and speak to the experience and capa-

bilities of target-age children. Material in these bits seems to pass over

o

the Ileads of these vic;:ers without any reconi;:eable appeal, comprehension,,

or response. Some of the zttribtitos, such as "small print," or "print on

screen9or insufficient. time," are obvious and perfunctory. Others concern

more major and substantive features implicit in the design of the progra'm

material. The latter qualities_might be described as "adult conventions,"

or experiences which are a part of and appeal more to adult life, such as game

chows (1:/i1d Guess),4news broadcasts (Man on the Street) , and puns as a form

of humor.

a. Print 'on f-reen for 'insufficient .pnriod of time

Obviously, verbal response will be truncated on those occasions

when viewers ire not permitted sufficient time to sound out and think about

words appcaring in print. The films "Walk" and "Talking Dog Mini-Story" are

clear exampls of. two bits4 failuresito provide sUTfcient time for viewers

to pronounce words in print; the speech balloons vanish as quickly as the

glib speech of the characters.

b. Rapid speech

' This attribute is related to the first, since, if print disappears

as soon as a character finishes pronouncing it, a rapid pronunciation will

preclude viewer's recitation. There remain, however, instances where

characters' speeches do not appear in print but are also spokengtoo rapidly.

Our observations indicate that wheh children are prevented from 'comprehending

the speech or.the ideas which the speech conimuni'cates, their interest in

the segment drops; consequently, their verbal responses diminish. The lyrics

to "FL Platter" song are spoken too rapidly to allow viewers tb grasp them.
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Fargo' tcrIrks and hest West's explanation of Wild Guess are further

instances of rapid -sl)cech adversely
affecting verbal response to the

segment. Even when the speech is not intended to be intelligible, as

in the group Of f-ilms "I Agree," our
impression is that viewers are some-

what confoun,:od and refro_in from responding when they are unable to make

sense out of what is goring on.

c. Visually static mono- and dialogue

Dr. Gerald S. Lesser has discussed the responses of children to

television raterial wherein stationary
character (s) are engaged in dialogue:

The forms of televised inaction that children-almost always

ignore are yost common is the "message monologue"

where a single character appears on the screen, facing the

camera fro:t a more or less statio:Iary position, telling the

audience so:athing-(ost
in-school. instructional television

is forced to take this form due to insufficient fundS; its

failure to attract children's attention now is legendary).

Adding anoth:r stationary character to give the. first

stationary eharaetcr so:1..2one to talk with does not help

much. Such regm;a:Is
licavily loaded with verbal.

contc:nt is r.,y1,. :,W-gratc5
r4:(1 any fo-::m of visual

aetion. SoL;p operas g:.,.ncraIly follow. thistiforat wdth,

for exD.rple,'two
women Seated on a living--room sofa, sipping

coffee (which is oftr'n the extent of the action) while-dis-

cussing th:!ir.misadventures or the unseen misadventures of,

their acquntances.
Although these soap operas are not

designed for, children, and the tolerance of most adults

for sheer, second-hand gossip far exceeds that of children,

the static quality of_ their visual
'conventions is an

excellent example of televised inaction that will not hold

children's attention.

"Man on the Street," "Giggle/Gcrogle
Girls," and "Sign Shop" fail

to receive much verbal response by virtue of their stationaty characters

speaking to each, other. Again, viewers, are not permitted 'to. enter the

conversation or speculate on future eyents and are left on the sidelines.

d. Ilse of adult conventions: too talky or too mature?

Many adult.conventions, or aspects of adult life which adults accept'and:.

find apiy!aling, have been incorporated into "The Electric Company:" game

shows, soap operas, news broadcasts, news broadcast-type voices for

chlracters who could
conceivably have more interesting voices, and using
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the toliThm. The low verbal response to many Of these bits may be a

functioh of a "Comprehew;:ble spo%enlitcript" attribuAe.outlined by Dr. Rust.

/.
Bits in which the spo)7en soundtrack alone is comprehensible, do

4

not require,the viewer to look at the Screen to understand, What is happening.

dap

Bits characterized by "comprehensible spoken script".typicallyinvolve

a substantial amount of dialogue which does not permit the verbal participation

of viewers.

However, there appears to be a more pervasive attribute running

through a great many videotaped segments in which the members of the

repertoire comi.Nany adopt'charadter. roles. Many of these bi-Es portray adults

i
_i

ngag2d in adult activities* One impression is that this type of "adult.i

ketch militates against verbal Liarticipation when the sketches present

-he viewer with foreign and unfamiliar circumstances. Certainly young

{viewers have ep-:rienced se eNpoL.ure to these adult conventions, but cur

aAsAinj th.t younj ciew,thr_se wi Lh any particular
_

(.1

enthusiasm or attraction. 'The t rget. audience app!ars to be more drawn to

bits which are visually fun to watch (consonant blends, UCLA Band) and

°feature animated characters (Message Man, Bird on Car) rather than bits which

try to develop a story-line builtaround adUlt concerns.

e. Verbal humori. Previous-writings have established the

of young viewers for visual, rather than verbal humor. Viewers' reactions

to the visuar antics, sight gags, and expectation-upsetting humor found in

Message Mir have substantiatedhe widespread appeal of slapstick, visually-

active humor. Viewers also enjoyed the humor of bits employing pixilation,

particularly "Rita on the Run: Hero" (a huge hero sandwich being carried out

of a sandwich shop) and Kita on tie Run: pizza (Rita eating a pizza);

dr

Most types of4rbi..] humor, howev,,r, do not seem to elicit: any

0 2



-29-

f

indications that children either understood.the humor involved or found it,

114!
*1 funny. Funs z Annsequitlirs frequently employed in Fargo, Wild Guess,

and Movie Set do not evoke any noticeable, overt response, either laughter,
4

or comments about the joke. hits which did evoke a humorous response to

verbal gigs; include Inrelei's pronunciation of "cough" "wolf man,"

-7-----

"fe-fi-fo-ftim," and "how, now, brown cow." Viewers, then, did find certain

types of word play enjoyable and fun to recite, but thec'e elements, unlike

nonsequiturs and plays on words, are better described as "plays with words,"

words that are ftin to says (liniment,
fe-fi-fo-fum). on- tunny characters 401

giving funny rendition's of words.

lists

0!

3. Discussion of-bits annearim, on both high- and low- response

In this section, several explanations will be offered for those bits.

which received both high and low respdnses on differett occasions. Part of

zt1;!7wc,r, of cowrse, lio in the'. different preferences of different viewers;

soma, like Fargo, some d'on't.

A great portion of the difference can be explained by previoway7

discusseq attributes viewing conditions which were specific to each

particular sketch of a program episode.

Pre viewing reinforcemnt activities can,' as noted earlier, direct

recitation to certain words and phrases which probably would not have been

"Ph't

recited, because children needed either help in decoding print or practice

in scanning for context clues. The effect of using "liniment" in a Bingo game

was clearly present duringLorelei's. "rub your leg with liniment" segmentK
"Tr

and verbal response to "Fargo: The Key is Under'the Doormat" benefitted from.

practice in deciphering that and other Fargo messages prior to viewing.

The presrsnce of high-interest words impkoved the verbal response

33



to iiGraffiti- Wall epifsode tling the sentence, "Bob's stupid," and to the

Lorelei bit mentioning "the wolfman."

As for"rhyt c r in th.- D101," it appears that the differential

response, rather th,n being attributable to specific program' material', was

, -

produced by a helping response initiated .by serveral viewers who liked to

recite the spooch. balloons. Other viewers in the group who did not usually

recite tb "Th(ater in the Dark" *chimed in after the first few balloons had

appcarCd-- Similar sneballing effects often-were noted during "Love of Chai,t.":

It seems plausible that the verbal response tothe same segments

might h- differentially affected by the response to preceding bits. This

effect, at least in this study, was difficultto perceive; it was difficult,

by our r.;.:fthods, to pinpoint or isolate this'effect from other more powerfUl

and sal lent factors of the viewing condition or.prog:am material of the bits

in question.

C. flunc ',..hee:717n(Mtions

closely. with these children voiced an
/-

opinion that "The Electric Cez,pany" may have gone a hit tOo 'electric' by

resorting to visual tricks to hold children's attentior. rather than forming

a closer, more genuine bond bojiwcen.children and prograMs. It was suggested

that a More explicit attempt could be made to portray friendliness, gaiety,
o

and unity between chracters, both within and between individual sketches.

Our observation indicate that ip.several.cases, viewers responded

favorably to and would like to see more "warmth" in the progrT. "Vi's

Diner" is a curious segment,. in this respect; children Watch it very closely
I 0

4

without, much overt response and seem to enjoy the Iiinr's atmosphere as a

meeting- place for different adult and younger character , In discussing

the program, viewers sometimes asked if4Vils Diner was next to Fargo's office

4 -

and if Crank's calls to different people meant that they all know each other,

34



-31-

Viewers also smiled at and :enjoyed the caMarederie and togetherness of the

Segment in which Easy Reader receives presents from the rest of the cast

membrs on his birthday.

iLike all research Studies,
this one cannot avoid the conclusion

that what is needed is, more research, in this case, more research on the

habits, preferences, and emotions of seven- to ten-year-olds. Our low-.

response attril.utes suggest that while "The. Electric Company" may have

Carefully targeted its Curriculum to treat the reading aliilitics of seven-

to ten-year-olds, it may haVe neglected to examine as carefully the compre-

hensibility and attractiVeness Orthe procjram segments for seven- to ten-

4

year-olds. A renewe attempt to speak more directly to the target-age

viewer cap improve upon the already joyous and entusiaStic response which

ti
4 .

children give td "The Company."

35
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Appendix II MEWORANDUM
.

DATM August' 8. 1972

TO. 'Ed Palmer,
Vivian-Horner, Tarhara

Fowles, Sam Gibbon

cc:

FROM: }lilt Chen

SUDJECT:

ifp

A Spectrum of Reactions of Viewers to The Electric Company"

B,slow is A,list of-lmotor and verbal beh,:,vior
oxhibited by seven

and eight year old viewers pf "Tho Electric Cc:npany".. Verbalization

may ht, goin[r, en at several differont volume leyels: shouting, normal

speech tones, whispering, and inaudible mouthin of words. Also, one

should koop in mind that,rocitation
of words appearing in print on

screen does net'actually
infer an ability to rend those words; I have

enco.,:nteren
revon-year-o]ds

who freely recite words which also appear

in print after the voice-over,
but who cannot road.

1. Correctly pronouncing
words appearing,in

print on screen,

before, with, andmfter voice-over.

2. XiSpronouncing
words

appearin,in.nrint on screen

(o. f`. "giz t" r hard "r)'

\\\ .

3. Nisread:.n7
words appearing' in print. oTcrcen (e.g7. taking

"Oc.nt" to he "great")

4. Pronouncing
part of a word.,,(beginning

dirraph or first syllables)

Without
proceeding to a completo pronunciation

of the word

Rytitinv. a cluster of words, only somo of which appear on

the sc7en as print (o.g. in the film "Eyrna",
both the

poas'essive
"V.yrnats" and the object possessed arospokon,

.

although only the word "Yyrnfes" appears
in print. To

capitalzo upon this behavior, perhaps both the possossive

'and the object possessed
should appear in print.)

6. Anticipating-woris
and letters

'before thoir
appearance on

seven (0.e. trying to guess monoliths)

.
7. After

recitihp a word, filing off
group of words which

rhyme (e.g. "sax;tax, max,
'wax")

e.

along .with
all or parts of a song, using the .ShoWs,

lyrics or a reasonablei
intelligible

facsimile

9. Supplying
unintollirihlc

lyrics in an" effort' to sing along

with son1-.'s
(I have a tape of ,ono follow,snortin

to

TN

"Ho-Ho-Hi".)

5.



0

remorandun
,T0: .-;c1 Palmer, Vivinn Horner, Barb Fowles, eri,Gibbon

page two

.

10. Naminr objects or characters apwaring or about to appear

on screen and whot,d names do not appear As print,.

ai. Yere lengthy
comments concerning

the appearance, subscauant

actions, or attractivoness of-
cha-ractorsether cor Ghts

relating to the story lino of the bit.

2; TalJd.r.;-! srecifical to characters,
en0Ouraging thom to d

.

certain thinrs (e.g. "You should have
stopped back ".

to Mcfsso 1:an: step back!)

13. Verbatim
rop:i.ition of worrls and passar6s recited by the v ico-over

14. kdjustinr,
one's voice quality in order to mimic a-character r

voice (e.g.-Loroloi,
Crank, Kan Robepts in "Love of Ch ir")

15. Answering
questions posed by the voico'-ovor (i.o. questions pose

during "Love of Chair")

16.-The )roclamation
that.'"I've soon this before!"

17. "2::=7-.:m" or nt the sight of food (o,5. cakes)

18. A6, king tutors stud older peonio heia ecJi 1:or:3:3 Aro proneur,c d,

-what they f.ern.

.

19g Getting i p to writ() words 'on tho blackboard (very infrequent)

20. Laughing, rinning

Chooring, booing

22. Lxpressions
of mock horror

23. Snapping,finrors,
clapping hands

24. Dancing, saying to music

25. GeS,, ring in retction to _words (e. g. holdinr;,,hands to oars' at

com!", giving poaco sirn after "Peace" bridgo)

26. Writing, in air with finger, alma6t. o clusivoly during bits

uhon words thems4lves aro shown being printed out.

27.' Pointing at words on screen while rending them

The rboVo it is comprisd of
behaviors which se to to be.rolovant to

oF7olioited by features of "The Lroctric
do-.T=iny"; of course, a host of

other activities
unrelatod to tho prorrart-go

on as wolf:
,
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i.

.:;!mor:.ndlln

To: Ed 2111r,or, Vivian
Horner, Barb rowl os, Gibbon

Page) t4hreo
.

14
%

,.

.

1. Looinz around bocauso
attontion is no l'onger hiad by tho program.

2. Attenticn is actively distracted by other soundsin the room,

Otor childron t11<inf during tho sho-d, doors oponiny and.

c1o.,3inr..
.

.

C

3. Corororsatf.on
unrelated to tho

6.bout friends, what

1s goir, to happc:n p.:fter the show, tellin:; jo%o3.

J. Arcuing, fi 7htir.iz ti.ith others. °,

5, 'Yawning, snco:..ing

.
6. Gettin:: up to ..ot r. ga..r.o to play with, to go outsido and

play (infrocluont) or,

Q'

o-

39

(.,1\*

1



Xemor:indun
TO: Ed Palr,(,1-, Vivian

Horner, arb FowloS, Sr.ii Gibbon

page three

tro

C

V
4

.

.
.

. .

(1
../.-

1. Lookinz.
around because

attention is. no longer.held by the program.

.
.

...
.

,

.

.
2. Attenfien is actively distracted

by other sounds in'tho room,

°the childrcm t:(1%.1:7
during the shOw,,doeri

oponing and.
. _

elosi:v.

j. Golversation
unrelated to the p...'ogran, dbout friends, what

is goin.7 to happen after the show, tellin: 601<es.

4. Arguini,,,
fAr,,hting wAth others.

5. Yavinf;, sncezin

6. Coffin:: up
to i!.et a. r,a7.0 to play with, to go outsido and

play (infrequonf)

4,

sed

el s

V
i n -1

ER

4

6
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lio: Ed 2airlor, Vivihn Hornor, Barb Fowlo.; Si.m Gibbon

jsago threo

4.

1."Lookinz around bochuno
attontion is no longer hold by tho program

2. Attenticn-in ixtivcay dintractod by othor sounds in tho roorl,

othor childron t:kre:inr,durin;:
tho sho.J, doors oponirg and.

closinr.

3. Con,:crt
unrolatod to tho

dbout friends, ghat

is .goin:`to
happon aftor tho show, tollin joh'os,

4. Ar5uinz,
lath "others.

5. Yay.linr,,

6. Got't-in up to 4 r,41:,lo to play with,. to go f
outsAdo and

plhy.(infrer,Itont)

O

wi

41
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. 44 page 3
''SIK4 1

BIT

15. EA: shadow

164 Shoot 01
'(Lee, Morgan)

17, sh Sculptor

IB: Shoot 02

19. fl.: abstract

20. Fargo and
Winnie:
open syllabln

script: That
don't you
understand?

21. FW
22. Song: I be yo

ge we

raw

Child ill

shadow

--4

.11.1.1S

Chi.ld II 2 Child 3

I like this one.

shhhhh
short

(mumbliLg)

I bet you get wet.

I bet' you get wet.

I bet you get wet.

shadow
shadow

Sh4dow

shoot
shot.
shoot

shhhhh
me too.
shhhh

Oh, they wcre great

Till of

I bet you

I bet you get wet.,

I bet you get

wet.

you get wet! .

I bet you get wet..

Oh, I like this.. the kids! ,

yeah!,.
I like that one in the.

middle, in the right

on the left.
(ltries to sing along) (tries to sing alon

4 2 ",

shadow

shoot

.shhhh

shy

I be you get wet.

I lYet you get wet.

I bet that you,get

I want you ... to

get wet.

1)



4I; 1 'W )1. ! .

BIT II \

4

Guild

23.
\\

CB)you/me/we/wet\

24. Fe, Fi, Fo
Bit

EB: abstract

2G. Film: Don't
Shout

27. Song'? Sncaver
, Song

y 0 1.1

you ma

we lilt
wet, oh, wet

fi

foci

fc fi fo
te ti fo

They're supp:Iced
to say ';(e fi fp

film", right, 1.11 Ch

(mumbling')

Don' t

fi?

I this.
If yon put an e; I

like it Whyn they ::i

Child II 2 Child 1/

you
you ve

we
wyt
Oh,.it's gonn,i he

fed

fid
foci

fo, Li, fo, fum

fiP

fo fi fo fun
ft fi fo fu:n

1 smell the
fe, fi fo rem

is i

I :::%01 t ;L
of an 1.,;(j)iprz3n.

fe fi fofum

Don'rt

Dont.
DoOt

Don't shoo...
Don't shout.

I,, they gonna sing

again. .

If you get a shot,

you will have a

shit.

(muO)les)
clamchowder
clam chow3er

43

ti

fi

fe fi fofum

fo fi o furs,

spr,oll the blood

of an En;)lishman.

4

Don't



;*# 44- pane 4

I

0/we/wet

Fi, Fo

t

abstract

Film: Don!t
Shout

Song? Sneaver
yon

I

Ch 1 (1/ II 3.\
you

you Ino

you
we
wet, oh, wet.

fi
fod

fe fi fn
le Li io fu.11

They're supposed..

to say "fe fi fp,

Jule, right, /11 Ch

. 4
fe

(mumbling),

Don't

I Yike this.

If you put an f.; I

wh l they

sI

Ch # 2

you
you" me

we
wet.

9onnii be

,

fed

fid

fod
fej fi,

Li

fum

Le f0 fum

fc fi fi fum

I smcl the

fe,fi fo fum
le fi L A".11

I th..! blood

of an Englishman.

Don't.

Don't
Don:t

Don't shou...
Don't shout.

I, they gonna sing

again.
1k

t

you gct,a
you will have a

shot..

(muulhles)

clam chowder
clam chowder.

ej 44

Child 3 OTHER 11ER

4

fi

fe fi,fo fum-

fe
I

swell the blood

of an EngliShman.-

Don't

I

3n he
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F41.:0.2* Fa,,e 1

BIT # Child #1
Child # 2

Child # 3

1. Show Opening

.
and Z.U. 049

.

2. Reversal
.i:

short 1..ounr,i o

u 1

t.

3. ES: pup/up

4. Film: Groggy
Froggy: pup/cup

singing, and lauc;hin jl singing and laughtn:

show 49

show 4r.;

Be quiet everybody

you
Thu Electric Company

tubby, that's a,

fatf-,o

tub; what's Alis

nar,c, is

l'ut;,but:

but;

tabnt

,but;but .

I gb on the

Mr. Chen
(-)bbuh

sob

puh
uhhhh

puh
pub;pub;"pub

bus,

ut;

the Groggy Froggy

wakp up!

cup

show 49
show 49

yo u

Yob.

but

be quiet

--4

P

I hate Peter

. .

grogg

show 49 ,

ah, uh

I'
tub

but

bus

p;p

pub;laup;pup

pith -upipuh-uP

cup it; cup

pup; cup
wake up; froggy,

froggyc, wake up,

froggy



r .011,

6.? le)11:119}1,1q 2'

.BIT
\

In His Cups:
short u

blending

. Me:.sage Man:.

dilek

7. Man on the
Street: cluck

8. Film: Groggy
. Froggy: sucker
ducker

9. Judy's Wigs:
light/lighter

\ Chi) d. 111

sup
Oh, goody,
Say y

sub

duck

clutk
luk; luk; luk

'cluck
The word is clu

Groggy Groggy

1'

Child` Il z CA,ild 1l 3 OTHER

Oh, shg's gonna try

You like that one
You like 1.11;tt one

------

I flke the'last. two

ones -'especially
with the last one

He quiet
cup 6,
cup
Ohhh, he's fixing
that cup

sub:
subway

a duck
I hate Peter

0

Grog-Frog
Froggy,

No, I don't
that

I think- the last

one's better

46

No, you may not

cup

sup

duck
duck .

suck
duck
this is wh7t

duck's sup,.,13,
t:0, be

chicken pox

Grah-Frah



Child' ill Child 11 ? Child # 3
. OTHER

UI)

sup
Oh,,geody!
Say y

sub

duck

cluck
luk; luk; luk
cluck'
The word is clu

Groggy Groggy

Oh, she's gonna try
You like that one
You like that one

I like the 1,it, two
dr.1717iT5I1y

with the last one

Be 'quiet

cup
cup!
Ohhh, he's fixing
that cup'

sub.:

subway

a duck
I hate Peter

r-

Grog-Frog
Froggy

No, I don't
that

I think the laSt
one's better

No, you may not

b up

sup-

duck
duck
suck
duck
this is what
duck's surToLed
to he

cllicken pox

Grah-Frah

4 7 .

OTHER



AIN CO

Child

e.4t11.;

Child 1I 2 Child 11 3 e. OTHER

sup

sup

Oh,
Say

sub

duck

g2oJy1

y

cluck
luk; luk; luk
'cluck

The word is clu

y

Groggy Groggy

Oh, she'S gonna try
You like that one
You like:Oat one

T like th6 last two
one7-- CsiTUMITIly

with the last Me

De quiet
Cup

Ohhh, he'S fixing
that cup

sub
rubw:.y

a duck
I hate: Peter

Grog -Frog

Froggy

No( I don't
that

I think the last
one's better

,

.No, you may not

6up

stip

duck
duck
suck
duck

Lids is
duck's supp:.-vd
to be

elicken pox

Grah-Frah'

46


